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theme park tycoon 2 is great. in fact it is a masterpiece of game design. they really went all out with this one. so much more to build than in the first tycoon, and so much more to build than in the second tycoon. and a much better interface. the world looks fantastic too, and the
environments look amazing. the music and background art are really done well. the rpg game elements are good. and the cars are the best ones ive ever driven. i cant wait for the expansion packs to come out. 10/10 become the ceo of your very own theme park and entice vacationers
with the most thrilling rides, characters, competitions, and much more. you are the new face of holiday park. must be a holiday to enjoy the fun and excitement of holiday attractions. [microsoft] in the first title of the newly launched gothic series, the original master of gothic rpgs,
ysums mystical sword kage, and his ten-year-old ward tōma make their way out of the twilight realm and are finally able to cross over into the human world. after tōma is imprisoned by yggdrasil, kage reaches out to the humans across the world as a way to save his ward. due to the
nature of dark magic, kage is forced to take refuge in numerous bodies throughout history in order to protect his young ward. with the help of the world's leaders and various characters from history and myth, kage vows to not only protect tōma, but also to fight evil as a dark lord.
[media mania] the first thing you'll want to do is make the portals to the alternate dimension when you're ready to battle. next, simply unplug the majority of the machine and slide it into the portal. of course, yggdrasil will react angrily, and say that he won't let you go until you pay a
hefty ransom, and then he'll allow you to go, and then you can go back again if you want. once you're back in the game, simply go straight to the main sector and continue on the game's normal path. [media mania]
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